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Presenting KALWALL® 175CW, the first in a series of new translucent insulated glazing units (TIGUs) for façade applications. These  
TIGUs are designed to be compatible with most curtain wall systems available on the market, allowing you to mix and match Kalwall 
with other infill glazings and opaque claddings, offering limitless design possibilities - without sacrificing performance. KALWALL 175CW 
TIGUs are nominally 1-3/4” and fully thermally broken. Daylight your building with Kalwall installed in the curtain wall system of your 
choosing and enjoy unparalleled versatility, durability and performance that outperforms conventional vision glazing in almost every way.



High-Performance Glazing Like No Other

KALWALL® 175CW was specifically developed for seamless 
compatibility with third-party curtain wall systems. While all 
Kalwall panels offer best-in-industry thermal performance 
and solar heat gain control, KALWALL 175CW offers high-
performance glazing unlike anything in the industry. It allows 
you to:

+  Create perfectly bright, comfortable spaces without 
sacrificing daylight autonomy.

+  Mix and match KALWALL 175CW with double or triple-
glazed units, spandrels and other claddings for the best of 
both worlds. Plug and play wherever you need to daylight 
with confidence.

+  TIGUs offer privacy/modesty and are bird-friendly.

+  Eliminate the need for secondary control systems.

+  Low maintenance panels are graffiti and vandal resistant.

Remove the guesswork. Our 3D simulation software uses 
daylight modeling to customize a solution for your unique 
needs. You’ll receive the museum-quality daylighting™ you 
expect—whether your project is a retrofit or you’re thinking 
ahead to a future-fit solution.

Let’s Get Technical

KALWALL 175CW TIGUs are lightweight (less than 11/2 lbs/ft2), 
strong and highly impact resistant ensuring you receive the 
exceptional quality for which Kalwall is renowned.

+  TIGUs for façade applications are available up to 5 x 15 feet.

+  Three U-factors are available: 0.28, 0.16 and 0.14 options.

+  Standard grid patterns include Shoji-reverse and Ladder. 
Shoji, VertiKal™, Tuckerman and other orthogonal grid 
patterns are also available.

+  NFRC 100, 201 and 202 values available for all Crystal-White 
exterior/interior facesheet combinations and all four exterior 
cloud series Kal-tints™ (Cumulus, Cirrus, Nimbus, Stratus) 
with Crystal-White interior faces.

+  Up to ten-year warranty on abnormal color change, 
fiberbloom and KWS coating.

Third-party curtain wall integration. High-performance glazing. 
The ability to mix and match translucency and vision glazing 
within the same framing system for the perfect balance of 
privacy and vision wherever you need it. Promoting human-
centered design has never been easier. KALWALL 175CW, 
your versatile daylighting solution. Always a perfect fit.

For more information on life safety and code compliance,  
visit Kalwall.com.
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Exterior FRP Face Sheet Anatomy

1  Kalwall UV-blocking Weatherable Surface (KWS)
2  Super-Weathering UV-stable thermoset polymer matrix
3  Encapsulated glass veil erosion barrier
4  Super-Weathering UV-stable thermoset polymer matrix
5  Glass fiber reinforcing (including high impact + specialty options)
6  Super-Weathering UV-stable thermoset polymer matrix
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KALWALL 175CW Options

Verti-Kal™

Verti-kal Grid Cores are optional. Nominal spacings of 8” and 10” (200 mm 

and 250 mm) are available. Custom spacings between 4” and 10” (100 mm 

and 250 mm) are also available. Depending on panel size, a cross mullion 

may be required. Panel spans vary with different grid cores and spacings. 

Consult the factory for information based on project requirements. 

Ladder

Ladder Grid Cores are standard. Nominal spacings of 12” (300 mm) are

standard. Custom spacings up to 12” (300 mm) are also available. Depend-

ing on panel size and orientation, a cross mullion may be required. Panel 

spans vary with different grid cores and spacings. Consult the factory for 

information based on project requirements. 

Shoji

Shoji Grid Cores are standard. Nominal grid sizes are 24” x 12” (600mm x 

300 mm) and 30” x 12” (750 mm x 300 mm) for 4’ and 5’ (1200 mm and 

1500 mm) wide panels. Panel spans vary with different grids and spacings. 

Consult the factory for information based on project requirements. 12” x 24” 

(300 mm x 600 mm) and 12” x 20” (300 mm x 500 mm) are also available.

Tuckerman

Tuckerman Grid Cores are optional. Nominal grid sizes are 12” x 12” (300 

mm x 300 mm) for 4’ and 5’ (1200 mm and 1500 mm) wide panels. Panel 

spans vary with different grid cores and spacings. Consult the factory for 

information based on project requirements. 8” x 8” | 10” x 10” (200 mm x 

200 mm | 250 mm x 250 mm) are also common options.

Panel Orientation Diagram: (A) Portrait (B) Landscape

Grid Cores shall be specified ‘as viewed’ in elevation.

Kalwall Panel Dimensions

Standard Widths: 4’ | 5’ (1200 mm | 1500 mm) for Facades

Custom widths up to 5’ (1500 mm) are also available

Maximum Size: 4’x15’ (1200mm x 4500 mm)  | 5’x15’ (1500mm x 4500 mm)

Standard Thickness: 1-3/4”(44 mm)

note: other grid patterns are available except those with diagonal members
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MADE IN USA

fire performance windborne debris protection blast protection safety + security

Kalwall panels are comprised 
of a thermoset FRP / aluminum 
composite that will not melt. 
Contact us for international 
code compliant specifications 
related to your project specific 
requirements including flame 
spread, time to ignition, and 
fuel contribution.

Known for handling the most 
extreme environments with ease, 
Kalwall is an obvious choice for 
daylighting applications where 
resiliency matters. Kalwall offers 
both Hurricane High Impact 
(HHI) translucent systems as 
well as fixed / operable windows 
rated up to large missile D. 

In an increasingly dangerous 
world, projects for the DoD and 
GSA, among others, demand 
building systems that can meet 
Anti-Terrorism Force Protection 
(ATFP). Kalwall is shatterproof 
and can be designed to meet the 
requirements of UFC 4-010-01 
for many applications.

Personal safety, especially in our 
schools and public places, is an 
important consideration during 
the design process. Translucent 
Kalwall blocks line of sight for 
visual privacy and is resistant to 
graffiti and vandalism. All of our 
Skyroofs and Skylights are OSHA 
fall through compliant. 

Special Approvals + Listings

FM Explosion Venting Walls Standard 4440

FM Wall and Roof Systems Standard 4881 and 4471

Hurricane-Resistant Systems 

NFRC Certified Products Listing

UL Listings for Class A Roof Systems and FRP Faces

UFC 4-010-01 DoD Anti-Terrorism Specifications

Fire Tests

Although some Kalwall panels contain combustible binder resins 

(ignition temperatures above 800 F), unlike thermoplastics 

including polycarbonates, they will withstand a 1200 F  flame 

for one hour with no flame penetration; pass the Class A Burning 

Brand Test (ASTM E-108), or UL 790 listed Class A Roof Sys-

tem. All interior FRP Faces are CC-1 by ASTM D-635. Optional 

flame spread / smoke developed ratings by UL 723 tunnel tests, 

including class A. Kalwall is listed by: ICC ESR-2464 and Intertek 

CCRR-0173; British Standard 476, Parts 3, 6, 7. NFPA 268 - 

Radiant Panel Test - Exterior Walls.

Fall Through Compliance

Properly maintained Kalwall Skyroofs and Skylights can be 

walked on without risk of fall through. Tested to ASTM E661, 

Kalwall exceeds OSHA 1910.22 without the need for additional 

protection like external screens or fixed railings.

Bond Strength

Panels and bonding adhesives are tested according to the strin-

gent requirements of “Criteria for Sandwich Panels” issued by 

the ICC (International Code Council) ES-AC177. Before specify-

ing alternates, insist on actual field proof of bond integrity over 

a 20 year period. Caution is urged in accepting look-alikes as 

equivalent.

Weight

Most panels and systems weigh under 3 lbs/ft  (14.65 kg/m ).    

Impact Resistance

The shatterproof, super-weathering FRP face will withstand a 

70 ft-lbs (95 J) impact. Optional high impact FRP faces will 

withstand 230 ft-lbs (312 J) impact by UL 972; also rated for 

windborne debris protection up to large missile D.

ICC-ESR and Intertek CCRR

Listed for quality assurance and compliance with IBC (AC-177).    2

Kalwall Corporation is continually engaged in research to improve our products. Therefore, the material in this brochure is descriptive in nature and does not constitute a 
warranty, either express or implied. Please contact us for a copy of the warranty that is given with the sale of our products. Kalwall, Kalcurve, Skyroof, and Geo-Roof are 
registered trademarks. Verti-Kal, Clamp-tite, and Museum-Quality Daylighting are trademarks of the Kalwall Corporation. Clearspan is a trademark of Structures Unlimited, 
Inc. Lumira is a registered trademark of Cabot Corporation.   04 | 17 | 20   ©2020  Kalwall Corporation
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KALWALL 175CW Options

Verti-Kal™

Verti-kal Grid Cores are optional. Nominal spacings of 8” and 10” (200 mm 

and 250 mm) are available. Custom spacings between 4” and 10” (100 mm 

and 250 mm) are also available. Depending on panel size, a cross mullion 

may be required. Panel spans vary with different grid cores and spacings. 

Consult the factory for information based on project requirements. 

Ladder

Ladder Grid Cores are standard. Nominal spacings of 12” (300 mm) are

standard. Custom spacings up to 12” (300 mm) are also available. Depend-

ing on panel size and orientation, a cross mullion may be required. Panel 

spans vary with different grid cores and spacings. Consult the factory for 

information based on project requirements. 

Shoji

Shoji Grid Cores are standard. Nominal grid sizes are 24” x 12” (600mm x 

300 mm) and 30” x 12” (750 mm x 300 mm) for 4’ and 5’ (1200 mm and 

1500 mm) wide panels. Panel spans vary with different grids and spacings. 

Consult the factory for information based on project requirements. 12” x 24” 

(300 mm x 600 mm) and 12” x 20” (300 mm x 500 mm) are also available.

Tuckerman

Tuckerman Grid Cores are optional. Nominal grid sizes are 12” x 12” (300 

mm x 300 mm) for 4’ and 5’ (1200 mm and 1500 mm) wide panels. Panel 

spans vary with different grid cores and spacings. Consult the factory for 

information based on project requirements. 8” x 8” | 10” x 10” (200 mm x 

200 mm | 250 mm x 250 mm) are also common options.

Panel Orientation Diagram: (A) Portrait (B) Landscape

Grid Cores shall be specified ‘as viewed’ in elevation.

Kalwall Panel Dimensions

Standard Widths: 4’ | 5’ (1200 mm | 1500 mm) for Facades

Custom widths up to 5’ (1500 mm) are also available

Maximum Size: 4’x15’ (1200mm x 4500 mm)  | 5’x15’ (1500mm x 4500 mm)

Standard Thickness: 1-3/4”(44 mm)

note: other grid patterns are available except those with diagonal members
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MADE IN USA

fire performance windborne debris protection blast protection safety + security

Kalwall panels are comprised 
of a thermoset FRP / aluminum 
composite that will not melt. 
Contact us for international 
code compliant specifications 
related to your project specific 
requirements including flame 
spread, time to ignition, and 
fuel contribution.

Known for handling the most 
extreme environments with ease, 
Kalwall is an obvious choice for 
daylighting applications where 
resiliency matters. Kalwall offers 
both Hurricane High Impact 
(HHI) translucent systems as 
well as fixed / operable windows 
rated up to large missile D. 

In an increasingly dangerous 
world, projects for the DoD and 
GSA, among others, demand 
building systems that can meet 
Anti-Terrorism Force Protection 
(ATFP). Kalwall is shatterproof 
and can be designed to meet the 
requirements of UFC 4-010-01 
for many applications.

Personal safety, especially in our 
schools and public places, is an 
important consideration during 
the design process. Translucent 
Kalwall blocks line of sight for 
visual privacy and is resistant to 
graffiti and vandalism. All of our 
Skyroofs and Skylights are OSHA 
fall through compliant. 

Special Approvals + Listings

FM Explosion Venting Walls Standard 4440

FM Wall and Roof Systems Standard 4881 and 4471

Hurricane-Resistant Systems 

NFRC Certified Products Listing

UL Listings for Class A Roof Systems and FRP Faces

UFC 4-010-01 DoD Anti-Terrorism Specifications

Fire Tests

Although some Kalwall panels contain combustible binder resins 

(ignition temperatures above 800 F), unlike thermoplastics 

including polycarbonates, they will withstand a 1200 F  flame 

for one hour with no flame penetration; pass the Class A Burning 

Brand Test (ASTM E-108), or UL 790 listed Class A Roof Sys-

tem. All interior FRP Faces are CC-1 by ASTM D-635. Optional 

flame spread / smoke developed ratings by UL 723 tunnel tests, 

including class A. Kalwall is listed by: ICC ESR-2464 and Intertek 

CCRR-0173; British Standard 476, Parts 3, 6, 7. NFPA 268 - 

Radiant Panel Test - Exterior Walls.

Fall Through Compliance

Properly maintained Kalwall Skyroofs and Skylights can be 

walked on without risk of fall through. Tested to ASTM E661, 

Kalwall exceeds OSHA 1910.22 without the need for additional 

protection like external screens or fixed railings.

Bond Strength

Panels and bonding adhesives are tested according to the strin-

gent requirements of “Criteria for Sandwich Panels” issued by 

the ICC (International Code Council) ES-AC177. Before specify-

ing alternates, insist on actual field proof of bond integrity over 

a 20 year period. Caution is urged in accepting look-alikes as 

equivalent.

Weight

Most panels and systems weigh under 3 lbs/ft  (14.65 kg/m ).    

Impact Resistance

The shatterproof, super-weathering FRP face will withstand a 

70 ft-lbs (95 J) impact. Optional high impact FRP faces will 

withstand 230 ft-lbs (312 J) impact by UL 972; also rated for 

windborne debris protection up to large missile D.

ICC-ESR and Intertek CCRR

Listed for quality assurance and compliance with IBC (AC-177).    2
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 Exterior FRP Interior FRP 0.28 U 0.16 U 0.14 U

 Crystal White 21% 13% 8%

 White White 15% 12% 6%

 Crystal Crystal 29% 16% 15%

 White Crystal 20% 14% 8%

 Cumulus Crystal 32% 21% 11%

 Cumulus White 22% 15% 8%

 Cirrus Crystal 21% 13% 7%

 Cirrus White 14% 9% 5%

 Nimbus Crystal 16% 9% 5%

 Nimbus White 10% 7% 4%

 Stratus Crystal 7% 4% 2%

 Stratus White 4% 3% 2%

Solar Heat Gain Coefficient @ 0° by NFRC 201Visible Light Transmittance % by NFRC 202FRP Face Sheet Combinations

NFRC Performance Data: 1-3/4” (44mm) Panel

Standard Translucent FRP Colors: Exterior Face Sheet FRP Translucent Colors: Interior Face Sheets

Standard Interior Finish  Optional Interior FinishesOptional Translucent FRP Colors: Exterior Face Sheet

stratuscumulus cirrus nimbus semi-gloss matte hexpin

white crystalwhite crystal

Visible light transmittance (VLT%) by NFRC 202 as noted. VLT percentages over 30% are not recommended for most Kalwall applications.
Panel U-factors are center of glazing ‘cell’ by NFRC 100. Project-specific information available by request and/or through simulation.
Shading Coefficient (SC) is equal to 1.15 times the Solar Heat Gain Coefficient (SHGC by NFRC 201).
U-Factor SI conversion: 1.0 W/m²K = 0.176 Btu/hr/ft²/°F

Kalwall Corporation is continually engaged in research to improve our products. Therefore, the material in this brochure is descriptive in nature and does not constitute a 
warranty, neither expressed nor implied. Please contact us for a copy of the warranty that is given with the sale of our products. Kalwall is a registered trademark. VertiKal and 
Museum-Quality Daylighting are trademarks of the Kalwall Corporation. ©2023 Kalwall Corporation
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 0.28 U 0.16 U 0.14 U

 0.30 0.19 0.12

 0.20 0.16 0.10

 0.34 0.23 0.22

 0.24 0.17 0.10

 0.35 0.24 0.14

 0.31 0.15 0.13

 0.29 0.19 0.12

 0.25 0.18 0.13

 0.26 0.16 0.12

 0.24 0.16 0.11

 0.17 0.14 0.10

 0.18 0.13 0.09

 


